Two simple homogenization models suitable for the non-linear analysis of masonry walls in-plane loaded are presented. A rectangular running bond elementary cell is discretized by means of twenty-four constant stress threenoded plane-stress triangular elements and linear two-noded interfaces. Non-linearity is concentrated on mortar reduced to interface, exhibiting a holonomic behavior with softening. The paper shows how the mechanical problem in the unit cell can be characterized by very few displacement/stress variables and how homogenized stress-strain behavior can be evaluated by means of a small-scale system of non-linear equations. At a structural level, it is therefore not necessary to solve a homogenization problem at each load step in each Gauss point and a direct implementation into commercial software as an external user supplied subroutine is straightforward. Nonlinear structural analyses are conducted on a variety of different problems, for which experimental and numerical data are available in the literature, in order to show that accurate results can be obtained with a limited computational effort.
Introduction
Masonry is a composite material constituted by bricks (or blocks) joined by mortar. The variability of the masonry bond (or arrangement of the bricks), the shape and dimension of the bricks, as well as the quasi-fragile behavior of the constituent materials, make the simulation of masonry still a challenging task. At present, two main approaches are utilized to numerically describe masonry behavior after the elastic limit, which usually is exceeded at low levels of external loads, known in the technical literature as macro-modeling and micro-modeling.
Macro-modeling does not make any distinction between masonry units and joints, averaging the effect of mortar through the formulation of a fictitious continuous material. The literature in this regard is extensive [1] - [3] , with the noticeable example of no-tension material modeling (e.g. [1] ), traditionally conceived to deal with non-linear problems exhibiting predominant mode I fracture of the joints (e.g. arches or pillars under rocking) and masonry with good compressive strength, where crushing and orthotropic behavior are not paramount. Macro-modeling allows the rough discretizations necessary for the analysis of large scale structures. Nevertheless, it is difficult to take into account some distinctive aspects of masonry in this approach, such as anisotropy in the inelastic range and the post-peak softening behavior in both tension and compression, unless sophisticated approaches with multiple inelastic parameters are adopted. In this regard, some equivalent macro-models have been presented [2] - [3] , featuring orthotropic elastic-plastic behavior with softening. Theoretically, such approaches are capable of adequately estimating the non-linear masonry behavior along any load combination, even if some limitations may occur in specific cases (see [4] for a detailed discussion). Costly experimental campaigns are needed to consistently evaluate data fitting mechanical coefficients that fully define the models.
The alternative micro-modeling approach is simply characterized by distinct modeling of mortar joints and bricks at structural level. The reduction of joints to interfaces [5] - [7] helps in limiting variables, especially in the nonlinear range, but the approach is computationally demanding and the need of modeling separately bricks and mortar limits its applicability to structural elements and small case studies. Therefore, it can be stated that, at present, the analysis of masonry walls in the inelastic range requires macro-scale computations with finite elements (FEs) [8] [9] . In such scenario, homogenization [10] - [19] is a fair compromise between micro-and macro-modeling, because it allows non-linear analyses of large scale structures, still considering the real disposition of bricks and the actual mechanical properties of the constituent materials at a cell level. Clearly, the numerical models to use at structural level should be sufficiently simple, reliable and efficient to allow a quick evaluation of (a) collapse loads, (b) displacements near collapse and (c) post peak behavior of the structures.
Homogenization (or related simplified approaches) consists in extracting a representative element of volume (RVE) that generates the whole structure by repetition, in solving a boundary value problem on the RVE and in substituting the assemblage of bricks and mortar at a structural level with a fictitious orthotropic equivalent material. The most straightforward procedure is the utilization of FEs [13] [20] , assuming either elasto-plastic or damaging constitutive laws for units and mortar. Nevertheless, the so-called FE 2 , i.e. a twofold discretization, the first for the unit cell and the second at structural level, proved to be still too demanding, since the field problem has to be solved numerically for each load step, in each Gauss point. Alternatively, in this paper, a simplified homogenization two-step model is used to analyze masonry walls in-plane loaded. In the first step, masonry is substituted with a macroscopic equivalent material through a so-called compatible identification, belonging to the wide family of the homogenization procedures. The unit cell is meshed by means of 24 triangular constant stress (CST) plane stress elements (bricks) and linear interfaces for mortar joints. Triangular elements are assumed linear elastic, whereas the mechanical response of the interface elements includes two dominant failure modes, namely cracking (mode I) and shear (mode II) or a combination of two (mixed mode). Such elements are equipped with a constitutive relationship referred to as "holonomic", since expressed in terms of normal and tangential tractions σ and τ as a path independent function of the normal and tangential relative displacements at the interface. Both a piecewise linear and an exponential law are implemented, formally identical to an improved version of the XuNeedleman law and proposed in another context [21] - [23] . Such cohesive relationships are characterized by a postpeak softening branch, possibly with coupling between normal and shear relationships in the case of the improved Xu-Needleman model.
Two slightly different approaches are compared. The first (Model I) translates the mechanical problem into mathematics by means of a system of a few non-linear equations, which is solved with standard general purpose algorithms. The second (Model II) is a semi-analytical two variables procedure. Whilst semi-analytical homogenization is a method already known and used in periodic fiber-reinforced composites, see e.g. [24] , this is one of the first applications for periodic masonry, that at the same time allows a rigorous conservation of antiperiodicity of the stress field and periodicity of displacements.
In the second step, entire masonry walls are analyzed in the inelastic range by means of a commercial FE code where the discretization is constituted by quadrilateral rigid elements and homogenized holonomic tensile-shear springs. It is worth mentioning that most commercial codes can be suitably used at this aim. The procedure is efficient and reliable because: (1) the disadvantages of FE 2 are superseded since the solution in terms of displacements and stresses is found at a cell level with very limited computational effort, using an implementation of the routine adopted at a meso-level to evaluate homogenized quantities directly at structural level; (2) it is not necessary to discretize with refined meshes the elementary cell and hence Gauss point computations are much faster, where only few kinematic stress variables are needed; and (3) the holonomic laws assumed for mortar joint allow for a total displacement formulation of the model, where the only variables entering into the homogenization problem are represented by displacements.
The simplified (compatible homogenization) holonomic model
One of the basic concepts of homogenization relies in introducing averaged quantities representing the macroscopic strain and stress tensors (respectively E and Σ ) [13] [25] on a representative element of volume Y (RVE or elementary cell, Figure 1 ), i.e.
, where A stands for the area of the elementary cell, ε and σ stand for the local quantities (strains and stresses respectively) and <*> is the averaging operator. Periodicity conditions are imposed on the stress field σ and the displacement field u,
given by:
where u is the total displacement field, per u stands for a periodic displacement field,
is the local frame of reference (see Figure 1 ), E is the homogenized strain tensor and n is the outward versor of the ∂Y surface.
In the model proposed, which is a simplified homogenization hereby designated as "compatible identification" (as coined in [26] , where additional details can be found), joints are reduced to interfaces with zero thickness and bricks are discretized by means of a coarse mesh constituted by three noded plane-stress elements, as schematically sketched in Figure 1 . The choice of meshing 1/4 of the brick through at least 3 triangular elements is due to the need of reproducing the presence of shear stress in the bed joint (element 2 in Figure 1 ) in horizontal stretching.
Type A masonry (stretcher bond) (g) Type B masonry (header bond) (h) Figure 1 : The micro-mechanical model proposed. -a and -b: subdivision of the RVE into 24 CST triangular elements (and 1/4 of the RVE into 6 elements). -c and -d: anti-periodicity of the micro-stress field and periodic displacement field. -e and -f: geometric properties of the cell, indication of nodes elements and element internal stresses. -g and -h: Type A and B masonry considered.
When dealing with the non-linear approach presented hereafter [11] , all the non-linearity in the RVE is concentrated on joints reduced to interfaces. With the coarse discretization adopted, 1/4 of the RVE is meshed through 6 CST elements, labeled in Figure 1 as 1, 2, 3, 1', 2', 3'.
Indicating with ) (n  a stress component belonging to the n-th element, the plane stress Cauchy stress tensor inside the n-th CST element ) (n σ is constituted by the components ) (n xx σ (horizontal stress), ) (n yy σ (vertical stress) and ) (n τ (shear stress). When dealing with static quantities, equilibrium inside each element is a-priori satisfied, 0 = σ div , whereas two equality constraints involving Cauchy stress tensor components of triangles have to be imposed for each internal interface between adjoining elements. In particular, for 1-2 interface, it has to be ensured that the stress vector (normal and tangential component) is equal passing from element 1 to element 2, i.e.
( )
, where ρ is the ratio between the semi-length of the bricks and its height, i. [27] and then interfaced at a structural level with the commercial code Abaqus [28] , as it will be shown below. When dealing with masonry non-linear behavior, it is worth mentioning that the proposed approach concentrates all non-linearities on mortar joints, whereas bricks are assumed behaving elastically. A macroscopic approach is adopted in compression, i.e. an equivalent stress-strain relationship of the masonry material is assumed as in [5] . This is a much used and much more robust numerical approach, even if experimental evidence is that masonry fails in compression due to complex mechanisms involving crushing of bricks. This failure cannot be well reproduced with 2D approaches but requires either enriched plane-stress/plane-strain [12] Figure 2 : Boundary conditions applied in the models: tension along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions Imposing equilibrium and compatibility on the unit cell, it can be easily shown that the following equations apply:
Here, the superscript "()" refers to the elements, "[]" to the nodes, and Under a biaxial strain state, these equations represent a system of thirteen equations. In presence of linear elastic interfaces, the problem becomes trivial and can be easily solved without computational difficulties, but for nonlinear interfaces, it is necessary to adopt an iterative procedure. In this case, the system can be formulated as a set of n non-linear equations in the form F i (x), with the aim of finding x so that F i (x)=0. In order to find the unknowns and solve the set of equations, the aforementioned expressions have been implemented in Matlab [27] . The solver used, already implemented, works on an objective function to be minimized, which is the sum of squares of the components F i (x). The residual at the converged solution must approximate zero and a starting vector of initial points provided by the user is needed. The algorithm used is a "trust-region reflective" and the basic idea is that the solver tries to approximate the function with a simpler one, typically quadratic, which behaves in a similar way to the original one in a given interval of points around x (the trust region). During the iterations, the solution vector of the previous iteration is used as the starting point for the following step. In order to improve the convergence of the algorithm, the Jacobian matrix is obtained explicitly. The aforementioned solver was used to solve both the piecewise linear and the Xu-Needleman exponential laws, adopted for the inelastic behavior.
Biaxial strain state, Model II
In the second model, it has been shown in [29] that independent variables are represented by displacements
. They can be determined graphically plotting the following curves:
Curve II:
The solution strategy is fully explained in [29] , where the reader is referred to for further details. The determination of ξ and η allows for an evaluation of all static and kinematic internal variables and, hence, to homogenized stress quantities.
Shear deformation, Model I
Considering a pure shear deformation, the boundary uniform displacements applied are equal to Figure 3 : -a and -b: boundary conditions applied in the models, tangential deformation modes, E xy (-a) and E yx (-b). -c: kinematic and stress variables involved in the shear problem, model I.
With reference to Figure 3 -c, it can be easily shown that the shear deformation problem in the Model I is governed by the following equations:
γ γ e Eqs. (3) is a system of five non-linear equations, and five unknowns ( , 1 , τ, γ, γ m ), where E xy and E yx are prescribed macroscopic tangential strains as in Figure 3 -a and -b. The adopted solution strategy is identical to that adopted for the biaxial strain state, i.e. a reflective thrust region method is used.
Shear deformation, Model II
Again in [29] , it has been shown that in case of shear deformation independent variables are ( )
Holonomic relationships for mortar joints reduced to interfaces
Under mixed-mode loading conditions, expected to occur in mortar joints, two interface relationships are Here, a modification of the Xu-Needleman law is utilized exclusively at a cell level with a twofold aim. First, the interest of the authors is to test model robustness in presence of strong coupling and smooth non-linearity. Second, the aforementioned cohesive law is used to benchmark the results obtained when for joints a multi-linear simplified model is utilized, which accounts for friction but in a non rigorous way (i.e. not deriving stress-displacement curves from a potential, but assuming a Mohr-Coulomb criterion ruling exclusively the dependence of peak cohesion on normal stresses through friction). On the other hand, coupling between shear and normal stresses may be, at least in principle, paramount only for the bed joint in either horizontal or bi-axial stretching. Authors experienced that, in absence of imposed pre-compression, the level of normal stress on bed joint in the RVE is rather moderate, and this justifies the utilization of a modified Xu-Needleman law. A different situation may occur at a structural level, where there are some zones where the level of compression may be so high that compression crushing occurs. In this latter case, however, only the multi-linear approach is utilized, to approximate more consistently the actual behavior of the joints.
Comparisons at a cell level

Linear elastic case, comparison with closed form approaches
The first series of analyses presented are carried out assuming that mortar joints behave elastically. In order to validate the reliability of the homogenized mechanical properties provided by the model, the linear elastic moduli found are compared with those obtained by existing closed form procedures available in the literature, namely a recently presented approach based on the so-called method of cells [32] and the classical so called "layered model", by Pande et al. [33] . It is only worth noting that there are many reliable approaches for the estimation of the homogenized moduli to compare with, see for instance [34] - [37] . However, the analyses performed here have the sole aim of roughly evaluating the reliability of the present model in the linear elastic range by means of a comparison with two classic approaches and a recent procedure that seems to provide extremely accurate results.
The so-called layered model is probably one of the first pioneering attempts to provide homogenized elastic moduli in closed form that appeared in the literature. Masonry is considered constituted by superimposed horizontal layers of bricks and mortar bed joints, neglecting head joints. The hypothesis of not considering head joints leads however to inaccurate results when large differences occurs in the elastic parameters, as for instance in the horizontal Young's modulus. The model proposed by Pande et al. [33] is known in the literature as a two-step homogenization, in which the strong assumption of neglecting the head joints is removed. In the first step, bricks and head joints are homogenized separately, obtaining an intermediate orthotropic continuum. Then, in the second step, such continuum is further homogenized with the bed joints. Relatively simple closed form expressions are deduced, which proved to be sufficiently accurate when differences in the Young's moduli of the masonry components are not extrem. The approach has however some disadvantages, the most important being the dependence of the results from the order of homogenization.
Recently, Taliercio [32] has proposed to study the homogenization problem in the elastic range by means of a so- In Figure 4 , the homogenized elastic moduli and Poisson's ratio obtained using the aforementioned approaches (normalized against brick moduli) are depicted and compared with the present models. As noted, a global satisfactory agreement is found in the predictions obtained, also in comparison with more sophisticated approaches (i.e. MoC and MSe). As expected by the authors, a very good agreement is obtained particularly on E yy and G xy moduli. In such cases, indeed, even for low values of the m b E E / ratio, excellent accuracy is found. Slightly less accurate results are found for E xx and Poisson's ratio (well in range of technical acceptability), due to the utilization of small bricks, which provides a large ratio joint thickness vs. brick height), and the relatively rough discretization of the stress and strain fields adopted for the bricks. 
Nonlinear behavior
In the present section, the results obtained by the extension of the proposed approach to the non-linear range are discussed. In order to show the model capabilities, two masonry patterns commonly used in building practice are used, namely stretcher and header bonds, see Figure 1 . In the following, we refer to the first case (Stretcher bond) with the label "Type A", while "Type B" was used for the header bond masonry. For Type A, we consider bricks of dimensions equal to 122x37x54 mm 3 and mortar joints of thickness 5 mm, while for Type B, blocks of dimensions 250x55x120 mm 3 and mortar joints 10 mm thick are considered. As stated before, bricks are assumed to behave elastically, whereas mortar joints are reduced to interfaces obeying to nonlinear laws.
The mechanisms reproduced by the model are those involving joints failure, as expected. Cracking along joints represents one of the most common mechanisms occurring in practice, due to the low or negligible tensile strength that characterizes mortar bond. The elastic and inelastic mechanical properties used, for both the examples, are summarized in Tab. 1. For both patterns, Type A and B, two different holonomic non-linear laws for the description of the joint behavior have been adopted: the first one is a piecewise-linear law (labelled as PL), where only three mechanical parameters are needed (Young's modulus, peak tensile stress and ultimate displacement). The second one is a Xu-Nedleman exponential law (labelled as XN), calibrated to obtain a behavior similar to the piecewise linear one. For the sake of clearness, the stress-jump of displacement laws adopted for head and bed joints, are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . 
Inelastic case, biaxial strain state
The two models presented in the previous sections are used here to perform a series of analyses at a cell level in the non-linear range under a biaxial strain state applied. The procedure allows estimating the homogenized stress and strain relationships at a fixed ratio between strains E xx and E yy , with a measuring strain given by 2 2 yy xx nn
In Figure 7 , the homogenized stress-strain curves obtained using the different models for Figure 10 , the homogenized stress-strain curves, in Figure 11 , the stress-strain relationships on different elements, and, in Figure 12 , the deformed shapes of the RVE. (Figure 8 ), which contributes to a large strength and stiffness of the homogenized material under horizontal stretching (Figure 7) , when compared to vertical stretching (Figure 10 ). Such an outcome is intuitively confirmed by the deformed shapes (compare for instance Figure 9 and Figure 12 ). In this latter case, the RVE failure mechanism is constituted by bed joint cracking under normal action, whereas in horizontal stretching the bed joint contributes in shear and head joints are subjected to tensile failure. 3. Model I and Model II provide almost superimposable results, both when dealing with homogenized and local quantities, PL and XN interface models also furnish comparable output, with however some remarkable differences from an engineering standpoint, especially in the evaluation of transversal stresses. This is not surprising considering that XN model has a strong coupling between normal and shear components, whereas PL model is uncoupled. 4 . One may finally argue if the very simplified mesh adopted for the RVE is able to provide reliable results when compared with more sophisticated (but also much demanding) meso-models, such as a classic refined discretization of the RVE into finite elements. Since a classic efficiency indicator of any homogenization method is commonly related to the deformation energy stored into the RVE, in Figure   13 -a and -c respectively, deformation energies provided by the present simplified model and by a refined of local stresses on single elements is omitted for the sake of conciseness, showing a behavior identical to Type A masonry (see Figure 8 and Figure 11 ). The main difference between Type A and Type B masonry stands in the orthotropy ratio (both elastic and at peak), which obviously is much greater in stretcher bond pattern.
-a -b Figure 14 : Type B RVE, homogenized stress-strain behavior for 
Inelastic case, shear behavior results
In case of the application of a macroscopic shear deformation the homogenized response is as in Figure 16 (-a:
Type A pattern; -b: Type B pattern). In Figure 17 and Figure 18 the deformed shapes of the elementary cell at different deformation levels (A elastic, B peak, C failure) are depicted. As it can be noted, high level of stress are reached mostly by the bed joints in both the non-linear laws implemented into the models. 
Structural implementation
In the present section, the homogenized mechanical properties deduced using the proposed models are implemented on an existing FE code to simulate structural elements. The aim is to show that the present models can be adopted by practitioners to the analysis of large scale structures, for which the classical micromechanical approach requires unpractical computational cost, and commercial codes. The simulations, carried out using 
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shear/normal springs placed between adjoining rigid elements and characterized by the homogenized mechanical properties previously estimated. The homogenized stress-strain relationship to be used at structural level requires an identification of the spring elastic properties, in order to make the rigid-spring assemblage model compatible with the orthotropic continuum. Classically (see Kawai [38] for the general framework and recent applications for masonry by Casolo and co-workers [39] - [41] ) such match is achieved in the linear elastic range by energy equivalence. Let us consider two rectangular rigid elements linked with a homogenized interface, having geometric properties as in Figure 19 . Let us denote the dimensions of the rigid elements with "L" and "H", respectively for the length and the height, and the out of plane thickness with "t". The thickness of the interfaces is identified with "th". Under the application to the mechanical system of a normal displacement δ, the strain of the homogenized 
Where xx Ẽ is masonry homogenized elastic modulus along the horizontal direction, nxx E is the elastic modulus of normal springs within the rigid elements and spring mass structural model and V is the volume of the mechanical system in Figure 19 .
Equating the two energies, we obtain the elastic modulus of the axial (horizontal normal) springs as: The determination of G nxy follows an analogous procedure, see Figure 19 -b, allowing an estimation of G xy as follows.
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Applications
Deep beam test
The first example here discussed deals with the well-known deep beam by Page [42] . The experimented wall has dimensions equal to 757x457 mm 2 and was tested up to collapse with a uniform pressure applied at the top edge with a steel beam, as shown in Figure 20 -a . The masonry wall is built with half scale bricks with dimensions 122x37x54 mm 3 and 5 mm thick mortar joints. Figure 20 -b reports the experimental collapse load by Page [42] and two numerical load-displacement curves found by Lourenço [43] and Milani [44] , to compare with.
-a -b Figure 20 : Deep beam test by Page (geometry) and force-displacement curves/collapse loads obtained numerically/experimentally.
As can be noted only few information is available concerning the experimental tests developed, for which only the collapse load is reported. Mechanical properties adopted in the present simulations for the constituent materials are in agreement with the indications provided by Page [42] and recalled by Lourenço [43] in his work.
The mesh used to perform the analysis is shown in Figure 21 -a, and is a fair compromise between numerical efficiency and accuracy of results. The identified elastic properties of the springs are the following: E nxx = 360
MPa, E nyy = 280 MPa, G nxy =2840 MPa. Due to the symmetry of the masonry panels only one half of the geometry was reproduced. The results obtained numerically are shown in Figure 21 -b. As can be observed, the model is able to reproduce quite accurately the collapse load of the masonry panel analyzed, that resulted extremely close to the experimental value reported by Page [42] (no other information is given by Page regarding pre-and post-peak behavior). A satisfactory agreement was also found between the results provided numerically by other researchers and those obtained using the present model, both in term of elastic and post peak phase. In fact, it is interesting to notice that the force displacement curve found with the present model is almost superimposable with that found by Milani in [44] . The models have the same internal discretization and a very similar non-linear constitutive behavior for the interfaces (which justifies the small differences found). The advantage of the present procedure is that, adopting a total displacement approach, the solution of the homogenization problem (meso-scale) is semianalytical, whereas in [44] the procedure adopted is numerical (with coarse mesh). In combination with the adoption at a structural level of a discretization constituted by rigid elements and homogenized springs, a direct F implementation at the macro-scale of the homogenized stress-strain relationships found at the meso-scale is possible. Such a choice allows avoiding the utilization a classic nested multi-scale technique (which is computationally cumbersome), with a clear advantage on the computational costs.
In Figure 22 , the deformed shapes of the structure obtained at three different instants (A: elastic limit, B: peak load, C: post peak, end of simulations) are depicted. In Figure 23 , damage maps found numerically at the end of the simulations are represented. Shear failure is indicated by circles, horizontal axial failure is indicated by triangles and vertical axial failure is indicated by squares. Colors indicate the level of damage, so that incipient damage is indicated with blue color and full damage with red color. Subfigures -a and -b refer to compression and tension damage, respectively. It should be pointed out that, when a shear damage is present on the interface, depending if it associated with compressive or tensile behavior, it is represented either in subfigure -a or -b. 
Windowed shear panel
A windowed shear panel experimentally tested by Raijmakers and Vermeltfoort [45] is also here analyzed. The experimental test (two replicates) is carried out on panels of dimensions 990x1000 mm 2 with a central slight eccentric window one brick long and six bricks high, initially subjected to a pre-compression load of 0.3 MPa applied through a steel beam placed on the top edge, as shown in Figure 24 -a. After having applied the vertical load, the structure is subjected to an increasing horizontal controlled displacement, up to the formation of a failure mechanism. Crack patterns and experimentally obtained load-displacement curves are depicted in Figure 24 -b, where a series of other numerical curves are represented, namely those obtained by Milani [44] with an alternative homogenization approach and that provided by Lourenço and Rots in [46] using a heterogeneous model with joints reduced to Mohr-Coulomb interfaces with tension cutoff and elliptic cap in compression. During the load history, the rotation of the top beam is inhibited by the control of two actuators, a physical condition that is numerically taken into account imposing additional suitable constrains on mutual vertical displacement of the top edge corners.
More information about the experimental campaign is available in [45] and the presence of the central window influences considerably the active failure mechanism, which is characterized by the formation of cracks zigzagging between bed and head joints roughly along one of the main diagonals, with a typical and clearly visible stepped pattern close to the opening corners, as shown in Figure 24 -b. The masonry wall is constituted by bricks with dimensions equal to 210x52x100 mm 3 , and mortar joints 10 mm thick. Mechanical properties adopted for bricks and mortar are identical to those assumed by Lourenço and Rots in their heterogeneous model, and are not reported here for the sake of conciseness. The reader is referred to [46] for a comprehensive mechanical characterization. The elastic identification of the interfaces conducted by means of the approach previously presented led to the utilization of the following elastic parameters at a structural level: 
ETH Zurich shear panels
The last set of simulations is devoted to the analysis of a masonry shear panel tested by Ganz and Thürlimann [47] at ETH Zurich some decades ago. The experimental campaign, which is now commonly used to benchmark new numerical models in the field of masonry modeling, was carried out with the aim of better understanding the structural behavior of three geometrically identical masonry panels under the combined action of different vertical pre-compressions and shear. Three different series of shear panels with almost the same geometry but under different loading conditions, labeled as W1, W2 and W3 where tested in [47] . Here, only shear panel W2 results are taken into consideration for the sake of conciseness. Authors experienced a similar performance of the model when applied to panels W1 and W3 and the reader is referred to [48] for a detailed discussion of the numerical results obtained. The walls have in-plane dimensions equal to 3600x2000 mm 2 (width x height), see Figure 28 -a.
Hollow clay bricks of dimensions equal to 300x200x150 mm 3 were used, whereas the thickness of the joints is assumed equal to 10 mm. Two stiff masonry flanges are present in correspondence of vertical edges and a thick heavy concrete plate was put on the top, to properly apply and distribute the desired vertical pre-compression load,
variable depending on the sample tested, Figure 28 -a. WP1 and WP2 are subjected, prior the application of the horizontal load, to a distributed vertical pre-compression equal respectively to 0.61 and 1.91 MPa, whereas a concentrated eccentric load equal to 422 kN is applied on the top edge of panel WP3, as illustrated in Figure 28 a. The width of the flanges is equal to a single brick and their out-of-plane thickness is equal to 600 mm for WP1 and WP2 and 840 mm for WP3. The utilization of hollow bricks makes convenient the utilization at a structural level of the homogenized stress strain relationships depicted in Figure 29 , appearing reasonably in agreement with those used in the technical literature to numerically reproduce the present experimental studies. Concerning the mechanical properties adopted for the present simulations, a low tensile strength is assumed in vertical direction, whilst along the horizontal direction a peak strength value equal to 0.28 MPa is used, in order to suitably take into account the brick perforation. Experimental evidences shown that during the first phase of application of the horizontal imposed displacement, diagonal cracks started to occur with a typical stepped pattern, while at the end of the tests the collapse mechanism is characterized by the formation of flexural hinges on both flanges. All panels, but especially WP2 which has a high pre-compression level, exhibited a global experimental ductile behavior, see Figure 28 Finally, it is worth mentioning that the model proposed compares favorably (as far as the numerical efficiency is concerned, see Tab. 2) with a standard heterogeneous approach, where brick and joints are modeled separately, directly at a structural level. In particular, in this latter approach each brick is meshed with four noded rectangular finite elements (four columns and two rows of elements) and joints are reduced to interfaces with the same constitutive behavior used in the homogenization model (multi-linear softening model with friction).
Computations have been performed on a single WS equipped with 4 parallel CPUs with 8 Gb RAM and without parallelization. Systematically, authors experienced a numerical efficiency of the homogenized approach much higher, suggesting that the procedure proposed is particularly suited for analyses of entire structures and large scale walls, all situations where any heterogeneous approach would be presumably subjected to numerical issues and premature halting, despite parallelization with large Work Stations can help in the reduction of the still too long processing times needed.
